
Our company is hiring for a finance & strategy. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for finance & strategy

Develop and monitor KPIs for growth initiatives
Partner with our functional Business Leads to develop new go-to-market
strategies and optimize current channels
Partner with our New Markets team to develop new international market
entry strategies
Recruit and retain a world-class team
Act as a Finance Business Partner for our UK and New Market teams
Support strategic decision making, which will include analytics initiatives such
as financial modeling, go-to-market strategy formulation, pricing, LTV
analysis, channel performance measurement and partnership negotiations
Own top-line forecasting and resource budgeting for new markets
Support the financial reporting needs for tax and regulatory purposes
Partner with Business team through lifecycle of merchant acquisition
strategies by quantifying success metrics, securing company resources and
analyzing program returns
Analyze deal terms with strategic partners, advise on in-process negotiations,
and propose creative solutions to reach a goal or maximize an outcome

Qualifications for finance & strategy

Expert in quantitative analysis
Work closely with, and influence, the Estates Manager to help drive good
value for money, helping to ensure high quality financial decisions are made
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Identify and drive financial efficiency within the Strategy, ensuring that it
effectively allocates resources by applying both rigorous pressure on costs
and a commitment to a value-for-money approach
Provide objective challenge regarding spend plans and take a proactive role
in looking for opportunities to deliver services more efficiently and effectively
Investigate opportunities within the programme budget - high risk financial
issues and problem areas - developing and proposing solutions and options
to resolve/progress concerns to a satisfactory outcome
Essential – professional accounting qualification ACA, ACCA, CIMA, or
equivalent qualification


